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Abstract

In this study, we present the initial results of cellular neural network (CNN) based
bubble-debris classification experiments. This research focuses on distinguishing oil debris
particles from air bubbles and aims to employ CNN technology to create an on-line (in
flight) fault monitoring system with an extremely low false alarm rate for miss-classified
bubbles. The designed analogic^ CNN algorithm detects and classifies single bubbles and
bubble groups using binary morphology and autowave metric. The debris particles are
separated based on autowave distances computed between bubble models and the
unknown objects. Initial experiments indicate ^at the proposed algorithm is robust and
noise tolerant and when implemented on a CNN Universal Chip it provides a high-speed
solution.

analog and logic
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1. Introduction

In many sophisticated systems, itis important to obtain information about the state of a
system via mechanical wear analysis. System malfunctions need to be predicted and an
appropriate alarm signal should be generated for the operators. This is the case in our
specific problem where the system is a jet or helicopter engine. To perform the inspection
optical sensing and subsequent image analysis was chosen because the strong mechanical
vibration and electromagnetic interference render this problem very difficult to be solved
using other types of methods.

Cellular Neural Networks (CNNs) [1-3] are promising candidates in image processing
problems where real-time signal processing is required. Cellular Neural Networks are
cellular, analog, programmable, multidimensional processing arrays with distributed logic
and memory. The processing elements are locally connected. The extension of the CNN
paradigm is the CNN Universal Machine (CNNUM) where distributed and global
memories and logic fimctions support the running complex analogic algorithms. The key
feature of the CNN architecture is its highoperationspeed.

In this paper we present the imtial result of solving the bubble-debris classification
problem where the main task is to separate air bubbles from debris particles. The basic idea
behind the analysis is a comparison of aU particles to bubble models (circles and
overlapping circles) and a classification based on the difference error measurement. The
problem ofdistinguishing debris particles from air bubbles is difficult due to the coarse
resolution of the images and the requirement for an extremely low false alarm rate for
miss-classified bubbles at very highprocessing speed.

It will be shown that CNN technology is a promising candidate to solve this problem
which requires high-speed image processing and compact design. The developed
algorithms ran separate air bubbles from debris particles but further investigations are
necessary to achieve the desired low false alarm rate.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2describes the bubble debris problem and
analyses a test system. Section 3 shows the advantages of a CNN based solution. Its
elements are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents a possible algorithm based on
binary morphology operations and autowave metric. Fin^y, Section 6 shows some
examples from the experimental results and Section 7draws the conclusions.

2. System Specifications and the Present Test System
At NRL (Naval Research Laboratory) a bubble-debris classifier is being developed.

Figure 1shows the test environment in which the imaging system is applied. The imager
device is located on the gearbox along a tubular opening in which the lubricant flows at
about 10 m/s speed. Apulsed laser illuminator projects an image ofthe fluid and various
suspended object in itinto aCCD sensor. These images are to be processed and analyzed
by the proposed system.



Figure 1
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The present test system processes images of 512x512 pixels at 500 images/s frequency
using a DEC alpha processor-based system. To obtain a deployable solution, however,
further miniaturization is necessary.

Figure 2shows a typical image to be processed. An image contains worn off particles,
cuttings, sand, and air bubbles which may be stuck together or appear to be so due to
occlusion. The major goal is to separate debris particles from the air bubbles. The problem
of distinguishing debris particles from air bubbles is difficult due to the coarse resolution
of the images and the requirement for an extremely low false alarm rate for miss-classified
bubbles.
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Figure 2 Typical image of the oilflow withfloating particles as recorded ly the CCD sensor.
Thepixelsif(e isabout 14\im.

Figure 3 shows the density and size distribution of various objects present in the oil
flow. For the generation of alarm signals only objects larger than about 50 pm are
interesting because these include cuttings and worn off particles that provide information
about mechanical wear-off. Because the size-ranges of different objects overlap it is not
enough to only determine the size of an object, but classification should be carried out



based also on its shape, and features such as aspect ratio, external compactness and
bending energy.

particle density

irrelevant

size and type classification

si ~ 50 pm (4-5 pixels)

debris particles

air bubbles

particle size

~Pigun3 Particle si^Idensity distribution in the lubricant. Small debris
particles are excluded because they relate to a benign wear condition.

The approach followed at NRL was to tune the system parameters to achieve the
desired false alarm rate and to minimize the percentage of miss-classified debris particles.
The system operates as a series of rejection filters with increasing time consuming
classification tasks applied to smaller and smaller number of objects. First single bubbles
are removed using a relatively simple test involving the variance ofa set of radii drawn
through the objects center. Then double-bubbles are removed using an arc test. Finally
multiple bubble groups are detected using the erosion operator to find the center of the
largest bubble in the group. The percentage of matching pixels of the entire boundary of
the unknown object to the circumference of the hj'pothetical circle associated with the
largest bubble in the group is then computed. The radius of this circle is the number of
times the erosion operator was applied to get the "extinction set" (the set which vanishes
with the next application of the erosion operator) and the center ofmass ofthe extinction
set is taken to be the center of the circle. Matching is done to within a specified tolerance
which has been taken to be about 1.5 pixels. If the unknown object is a debris particle the
percentage of matching pixels wiU in most cases be relatively low. The strategy of using a
sequence of tests of increasing computational complexity was determined by the
limitations of the standard (digital) single CPU computer. This approach makes the
classification algorithm difficult to tune in that the thresholds used for one test can impact
on subsequent tests. The CNN offers the possibihty of a totally different approach to the
bubble-debris classification problem. The features defined in NRL system cannot be easily
implemented inthis environment and itis necessary to define a new feature set.



3. CNN-based Solution

CNN technology [1-3] is a promising candidate to solve this problem which requires
high-speed image processing and compact design. Figure 4 shows the proposed solution.
The main advantage offered by CNN is that high volume image processing takes place
close to the optical sensor alleviating the need for high throughput data transfer and only
low-bandwidth, high relevance data is output from the sensor that is easily tackled by
conventional digital hardware. This results in significant speedup in processing and
decreases thesize of theapparatus that mounts directly on the gearbox.

_|sj pulsed laser illuminator
11^ (1 ps illumination time)

Oil flow, 10 m/s

sensor array

CNN (128x128)

Digital signals

Microprocessoror DSP
in electronics bay

7-10 mm

CNN with optical sensors

FLIP CHIP mounting

Alarm signals

Figufv 4 Outline of the proposed CNN-based solution. Bj employing image sensors mounted
directly on the CNN ch^, sensing and high-volume processing can be performed at
the sameplace.

The CNN processor can beused to solve the following tasks:
A) size classification (to filter too small objects)

B) air bubble / non-bubble detection (to filter extraneous objects)
C) measurement ofvarious object features for subsequent classification (size,

aspect ratio, surface roughness)

Figure 5shows the block diagram ofthe proposed approach.
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Figure 5 Block diagram oftheprocessing ofoilflow images

4. Elements of the CNN Solution

4.1. Size Classification

There are well studied methods for size classification in CNN. These usually employ a
series of peeling and comparison operators, as well as local logic operations to identify
binary objects of specific sizes. These methods are directly applicable to our problem and
can be used with litde modification.

4.2. Roughness Measurement

Next, we present possible methods to measure the surface roughness of objects. This
computed quantity can be used at the second stage of processmg (object type
classification) and at the third stage (fault type classification), as well. Figure 6 shows the
results of three different methods for computing surface roughness.
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Figufv 6 Techniquesfor determining surface roughness: the methods used aLaplacian operator,
concavity detector, and diffusion operators, respectively.

4.2.1. Using the Laplacian

First the Laplacian ofan image is computed and the pixels in this image are squared
(this can be approximated by the absolute value function that gives a close estimate in the
interval considered). This image is then thresholded, and converted into a binary image.
The number of connected components of this image is a measure of roughness of the
boundary ofthe original object. Figure 7shows the steps ofthe algorithm.
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Figure 7 Measurement ofsurface roughness based on the Laplacian

4.2.2. Finding Concavities

The basic idea here is to find the concave parts of objects. First the gray-scale image is
converted into binary image via thresholding operation. Next, pixels are driven to black
which are located at concave places using the "hollow" template. This template turns black
all those white pixels which have at least four black direct neighbors. We call concave
those white pixels which are surrounded by black pixels from at least four of the eight
possible directions. The network transient must be stopped after agiven amount of time
depending on the size of the largest holes to be filled in. Next we extract concavities of
objects using logical XOR operation between the thresholded image and filled image.
Figure 8 shows the steps of the algorithm.
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Figurv 8 Measurement ofsurface roughness based onfinding concavities

4.2.3. Diffusion

This method computes surface roughness using a diffusion operator. The image is
smoothed in order to fill the rough parts of the object and between this and the original a
difference is computed. First the image is thresholded, then diffusion is applied to the
thresholded image. The diffused image is thresholded again and logical XOR operation is
applied between the two thresholded images. Spurious isolated pixels are removed by
erosion. Figure 9 shows the steps ofthis algorithm.
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Figun 9 Measurement ofsurface roughness based on diffusion

4.2.4. Comparison ofMethodsMeasuringRoughness

The first method using the Laplacian of the image is the fastest of the three approaches
studied here. Its implementation, however, requires the use ofa local arithmetic unit for
pixel-wise multiplication of the image. This feature, while feasible, may not be available in
the first CNN processors. Also, the quality of the output seems to depend on the local
contrast of the edge contour. The other two methods involve only simple 3x3 linear
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templates and local logic (XOR), the functionality readily available in CNN arrays. They
both seem to produce robust output and are easily adaptable to varying scales (object
sizes). This is desirable since the resolution ofthe input image may vary with the particular
imager used [4]. For a qualitative comparison of these different methods measuring
surface roughness an artificial object sequence is need to be created with different shapes
andcurvature roughness. This is still an ongoing research.

The presented methods can be considered as the first step toward measuring the surface
roughness of the objects. In a more elaborate algorithm the detected pixels and the
number of connected components could benormalized with reference to the object's area.
This way we would obtain two feature numbers. The normalized number of detected
pixels referring to the variance of the shape and the normalized number of connected
components corresponding to the variance ofobject's curvature. Based on these numbers
a robust classification scheme could be developed (seeFigure 10).

Bubbles

R.

Debris

particles

Rl""ND/Nobject
R2~Nc/Nobject

ND=numberofdetected pixels
Nc=number of connected

components

R,

Figurv 10 Illustration ofthe l^othesis that combining features from roughness measurements
could be effectively usedfor classification. Rl and R2 are the computedfeaturesfrom
the surface roughness measurements. The computed characteristics should be larger in
case ofdebris particles than for the bubbles. The sie^e ofthe intersections ofthe
overlapping sets might be decreased usingfurther methods. This could be exploited in
afu!(y(y algorithm.

Another possibility to measure surface roughness is the use of fractal dimensions. With
proper simplification this can beimplemented on CNN.

These characteristics and the results of the autowave metric (see later on) based
detection could be exploited in a fuzzy algorithm. Such a method seems to be necessary to
arrive to a robust and reliablesolution of this classification problem.
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5. Bubble/Debris Type Detection Based on Binary Morphology
and Autowave Metric

The approach followed here is to filter out air bubbles using CNN based binar)'
morphology [5-6] and autowave metric. In the experiments we used binary images, the
output of the field-programmed gate array that in the current system thresholds all gray
scale input images at a fixed level right after the acquisition. In the companion paper [16]
we investigate how the quality ofthese binary images can be improved using aCNN based
locally adaptive front-end filtering and segmentation strategy applied to the original gray
scale images.

Figure 11 shows the flowchart of the bubble-debris classification algorithm containing
Feature Extraction, Bubble Models generation, and Autowave Distance computation. The
Feature Extraction block detects the center points of all objects and measures their sizes
(Radii Map). These two characteristics are used for bubble model generation via autowave.
Autowaves propagate from the center points and grow circles around them until the Radii
Map stops this propagation (block Bubble Models). The autowave distance is computed
between bubble models and the input image (block Autowave Distance). If the measured
distance islarge the object wiU beclassified as a debris particle.

First, using binary morphology the centers ofall objects are detected. The critical part is
to find the exact mass center of an object. In case of multiple bubble groups, we need to
obtain more than one center point. Around these center points, bubble models are ^own
for pattern matching. These models are aset union of circles based on the hypothesis that
the object is agroup of one or more overlapping air bubbles. In the algorithm the erosion
operator is used to find the center points and radii of all components of a bubble group.
Then the autowave metric is employed to generate a "dynamic bubble model for pattern
matching and compute the distance between two partially overlapping sets. The autowave
distance between the bubble model and the unknown object is used for classification. If
the object is a multiple bubble this distance will be relatively small compared to what it
would be if the object were a debris particle.
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Figure 11 Flowchart ofthe buhbk-debris classification algorithm containing Feature Extraction,
Bubble Models generation, and Autowave Distance computation. The artificial
example contains two objects. The left one consists of three overlapping bubbles and
the right one contains two circles and one rectangle. This object should be classified as
a debrisparticle. The Feature Extraction block detects the centerpoints ofall objects
and measures their sii:(es (Radii Map). These two characteristics are usedfor bubble
modelgeneration via autowave. Autowavespropagatefrom the centerpoints andgrow
circles around them until the Radii Map stops this propagation (block Bubble
Models). The autowave distance is computed between bubble models and the input
image (block Autowave Distance). If the measured distance is larger than a pre
defined threshold level the object will be classified as a debrisparticle.

5.1. Feature Extraction

The first block of the classification algorithm (Feature Extraction) detects the center
points ofall objects and measures their sixes. These are the major characteristics which are
required for bubble model generation. Figure 12 shows the steps ofthe Feature Extraction.
Using binary morphology the objects centers are extracted and at the same time a second
image is constructed containing information related to radii of objects. Both the
computationai cost and time are small. Another advantage is that these two characteristics
(center points and radii information) can be used for a straightforward bubble model
generation.

5.1.1. Object Centers and Radii Map UsingBinaryMorphology

The term morpholog)' refers to the study of form and structure within an image. All
morphological processing depends on the concept of fitting structuring elements. We will
only consider binary morphological operators. The primary morphological operators on
binary images are erosion and dilation. Erosion represents the probing ofan image to see
where some primitive shape fits inside the image. Dilation is the dual operation to erosion
andis defined in terms of it relative to image complementation. The erosion of setA byset
B is defined by
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E(A, B) = {x: B+x e A} (1)

Relative to erosion, we call A the input image and B the structuring element. If the
origin is contained within the structuring element, then the eroded image is asubset of the
input image and erosion has the effect of shrinking the input image. This property
indicates that erosion can be used to hnd center points of objects.

The second most basic operation ofbinary mathematical morphology is dilation. It is a
operation to erosion, meaning that it is defined via erosion by set complementation.

The dilation ofset Aby Bis defined by two equivalent formulation

D(A, B) = {[H(AC, .B)]C}, or D(A, B) =u{A+b: b e B} (2)

where A^ denotes the set-theoretic complement ofA, and -B denotes that B is rotated
around the origin. IfBcontains the origin, then dilation of Aby Bresults in an expansion
of A.

The method to find the center points of the objects is as follows. A morphology
operation called masked erosion is now defined. The image contains objects of different
sizes that can be specified in number of morphological steps. Using a simple erosion
procedure smaller objects would disappear before finding their center points while larger
objects would still contain many pixels. Amasked erosion approach can prevent smaller
objects to disappear i.e. those sets which would vanish with the next apphcation of the
erosion operator. One step of masked erosion which is applied several times is

f
H(.,Bi) D(.,B2) D(.,B2)

I
E(., Bi) IMl

The mask image (Ml) is a black &white image where black pixels indicate those
locations where a template operation might have an effect. The change of states ofthose
cells that are located at white pixels is prohibited. In our case, the mask should contoin
only the larger objects which won't totally disappear during an erosion i.e. the erosion
operation may have effect there while at small objects should be prohibited. The mask is
generated in three steps. First, the erosion operation deletes smaller objects. After that the
two dilation operations grows the objects larger than their original size. This mask image
^1) enables the erosion only at locations oflarger objects.

The template oferosion is (B term contains the kernel)



A =

0 0 0

0 2 0

0 0 0

B =
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z = -6.5

The template of dilation is

0.5 1 0.5

1 1 1

0.5 1 0.5

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

A =

0 0 0

0 2 0

0 0 0

B = z = 8.5

It is important to note that for dilation a slightly different kernel should be used than
for the erosion. The dilation should be repeated at least twice. The reason for that lies in
the fact that the erosion operation is not invertible in general (E.g. If we use the same
kernel for dilation as for theerosion we should apply dilation at least three times otherwise
false center points willappear).

Based on apriori information, we know the approximate sizes ofthe largest objects and
it is possible to estimate the maximal number of steps that should be used for the masked
erosion in order to geta picture containing thecenters of the objects.

While center points are computed the radii information ofobjects is also extracted. The
Figure 12 shows the block Feature Extraction indetails.

Figure 12
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The Feature Extraction block detects the center points ofthe objects and measures
their siv^s constructing two images, namely the Center Points and the Padii Map.
The Center Points will be the trigger points ofautowaves generating bubble models
while the Radii Map will control the propagation ofautowaves. To extract the center
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points erosion operation is used shrinking objects step by step. The image contains
objects ofdifferent sii^s that can be specified in number ofmorphological steps. Using
a simple erosion procedure smaller objects would disappear beforefinding their center
points while larger objects would still contain many pixels. A masked erosion
approach can prevent smaller objects to disappear i.e. those sets which would vanish
with the next application ofthe erosion operator. While centerpoints are computed the
radii information of objects is also extracted. A Ic^er will be filled with constant
current and the voltage levels ofcells will indicate the sir^s ofthe corresponding objects.
Each time the result of thefirst erosion operation of the masked erosion is usedfor
thisfilling. At the end oftheprocess the state levels ofcells atlocations ofcenterpoints
will have the largest values andgradually decreasing around them.

The steps of constructing Radii Map are as follows. Alayer will be filled with constant
current and the voltage levels ofcells wiU indicate the sizes of the corresponding objects.
We use the results ofprocess ofcenter points detection. The output ofthe first erosion is
used as a mask to control this filling. This mask will contain smaller and smaller patches
around the center points as erosion goes on and shrinks the objects in several steps. At the
end of the process the state levels of cells at locations of center points will have the largest
values and gradually decreasing around them. The constant current is set to agiven level in
such a way that the state values of cells at positions of center points of objects will have
values in range [0.0; 1.0]. The largest object results in the largest ceU value at its center
point

5.2. Bubble Models

In the next step the autowave approach is used for generating bubble models around
the centers and utilize them for pattern matching. Figure 14 shows this process which will
be discussed later in detail.

5.2.1. Autowaves

The autowave approach has several advantages for pattern recognition ^-8]. Autowaves
represent aparticular class of nonlinear waves which spread in active media at the expense
of the energy stored in the medium [9-10]. The properties of autowaves basically differ
from those of waves in conservative systems, including nonlinear waves. The autowave,
being a wave, can diffract and according to the Huygens' principle, bypass obstacles.
However, it has xmusual properties. Two waves spreading in opposite directions do not
pass through each other, as is usual for waves, but mutually annihilate similar to particles.
The fundamental properties ofnonlinear waves in conservative systems and ofautowaves
are summarized in Table 1.



Table 1. Properties ofwaves andautowaves

• Pxopefties 1 ' 4. ' • -t.;.Waves ' ~ Aufowaves

Reversibility -f-

Conservation of energy +

Conservation of

amplitude and waveform
-

+

Reflection +

Annihilation +

Interference +

Diffraction + 4-

Autowaves can be described by a PDE of the form

du d^u -i
5x^

18

(3)

Here, du/dtis the rate of change of intensity values of the image intensity u. It is
induced by f(u) plus the diffusion term D (d^u / dx^ +d^U / dy^).

Applications proposed for autowaves [7], can be realized by a CNN structure.
Autowaves were observed in a CNN array that have Chua's circuits as cells [11-12]. There
the nonlinear resistor of the chaotic oscillators provided the active local dynamics. Such a
system can be built using a simpler CNN architecture with the original cell-type [13-14].
There a single-layer architecture was shown where the active local dynamics were
generated witii a delay-type template which resulted ina bistable system.

We will focus on the simplest type of autowaves called traveling or trigger waves where
transition of the state of a cell can propagate in the system. It should be noted that trigger
waves do not have the annihilation property. We only need the conservation of amplitude
during propagation. The templates generating trigger waves can be

1. (a) linear template

A =

0.41 0.59 0.41

0.59 2 0.59

0.41 0.59 0.41

z = 4.5



Given static binary image P

initial state: X(0) = P

The initial state contains the tri^er points of the waves.

1. (b) linear template

A =

0 1 0

1 2 1

0 1 0

B =

0 0 0

0 2 0

0 0 0
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z — 4.5

Given static binary image P

initial state: X(0) = P

input: U(t) = P

Both the initial state and the input contain the trigger points. This template is known as
the patchmaker template.

Both templates can be derived from the same base template. Although these two linear
templates are binary propagating type they do not belong to the class of the equation (3).
Their advantages are the easy implementation and already can be tested on CNN chips.
The speed can also be adjusted through the bias term although it effects some changes m
their properties (e.g. the number of black neighbors which is needed to exceed the
activation).

2. approximation of the wave equation (3)
By proper discretization ofequation (3) we obtain:

-u(x,y,t) =D{ + ^2 j+/(")

•!( Mj,-i(0 +"i,+i(0+"/-iy(0+"/+u(') )-DUjj(t)+

The autowave equation can be directly mapped onto the CNN array (D=l) resulting in
the following simple template (AUTOWAVE.TEM, X(0) -ORIGINS IMAGE):



" 0 0.25 0 ' "o 0 o'

A = 0.25 0 025 , A = 0 f(u) 0

0 0.25 0 0 0 0

B = 0, 1 = 0
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In the middle of template^ the effect of -1/R in the CNN equation is considered (R-1).
Possible modifications and specification of thenonlinearity:

A1 =

A2 =

0.1 0.15 0.1

0.15 0 0.15

0.1 0.15 0.1

this is the term D (5^u / dx^ +d^u / dy^)

0 0 0

0 f(u) 0

0 0 0

this is the term f(u) where it is

i

'f(u)

1.5

-0.6 Vy

Given static binary image P

initial state: X(0) = P

The initial state contains the trigger points of the autowaves. Although the f(u) is the
simplest nonlinearity useable for autowaves it is still not available on the existing CNN
chips. The advantages of this implementation is that the speed of the waves can be
adjusted.

5.2.2. Generating Bubble Models

We use autowave to generate "dynamic bubble models" as follows. The picture
containing center points of bubble groups are the triggers of autowaves. The waves will
spread from these points producing larger and larger circles around those center points.
Knowing that these set union of circles contain different circles in size, it is necessary to



constrain the propagation of the autowave. The mask operator will allow this restricted
propagation to take place. This mask should be constructed in such away that it contains
information related to radii of objects. Thus the propagation of the autowaves can be
stopped at proper time. The Radii Map will be used as amask for this task. The Radii Map
was extracted at the Feature Extraction. The Figure 13 shows a part of a Radii Map.

Figurv 13 Part of a Padii Map. The Radii Map contains information related to radii of
objects. The ceils at location of centerpoints ofobjects contain the largest state values
and cells around them have gradually decreasing levels. The value of a peak at
location ofa centerpoint indicates the radius ofthe given object. This image is used as
a mask image to control the spread of autowaves generating "dynamic bubble
models".

The Figure 14 shows the process of generating bubble models. The trigger points for
autowaves is the image which contains the center points. Without any constraint the waves
would propagate through all the cells of the network. The gradually smoothed Radii Map
will control the spread of autowaves enabling the propagation only at those position where
ceU values have positive levels. If the pixels around center points reach the zero level the
propagation ofautowaves will bestopped.
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!enter Point Radii

1st layer 2nd layer

Figure 14 Generating bubble models. The centerpoints of the objects are trigger points of the
autowaves. To stop the ^reading ofwaves a time variant mask is applied. This
mask contains information related to radii of objects. Where the cell values of the
mask are larger than agiven level then the spreads of autowaves are enabled. The
cUjfusion on the Radii Map results in a gradually smoothing. When cell values
decrease below agiven level then autowaves will be stopped.

The templates are the following. To generate autowaves the nonlinear template is used
which was discussed earlier. The diffusion template is

A1 =

0.1 0.15 0.1

0.15 0 0.15

0.1 0.15 0.1

The template which control the spreads of autowaves is

A2 =

0 0 0

0 aO 0

0 0 0

where aO is the following function.
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The major constraint of the position ofthe breakpoint is that it should exceed zero.

aO

0.05
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5.3. Classification Employing the AutowaveMetrics

Below we discuss in detail how the autowave approach can be applied to the problem
ofimage classification or recognition via comparison with prototypes (pattern matching).
This comparison requires the measurement of the coincidence of two different
overlapping point sets. One possibility is to compute the Hamming distance between point
sets. The Hamming distance (number ofdifferent points) is sensitive to the image shift and
presence of noise.

Another known distance metric is the Hausdorff metric which is more tolerant to shift
and noise [15]. The Hausdorff distance can be easily measured using autowaves. Such
measurement would require the generation of the tri^er wave, whose initial position
coincides with one image. The wave propagates until all the points belonging to another
image become triggered. The time required is equivalent to the asymmetric Hausdorff
distance. To measure the Hausdorff distance, we should perform this operation twice with
initial position coinciding with another image. The Hausdorff distance is extremely
unstable in the presence ofnoise. The appearance ofanoisy spot might drasticaUy change
the computed distance.

A variant of the Hausdorff metric called autowave metric which has several advantages
over Hausdorff metric will be used in our experiments [8]. Let A and B be two objects to
be compared. We consider the case when the compared sets A and B are partially
overlapped closed contiguous regions. Let the wave spread only through the points
belonging to the union of AUB, instead of spreading everywhere. The time required for
the wave to occupy the union AWBcan be used to define the measure ofthe difference
between two objects. To measure the asymmetric autowave difference Wa(A, B), the initial
position of the wave should coincide with A, and vice versa. The symmetric autowave
distance Ws(A, B) is given by

Ws(A, B) = max (Wa(A, B), Wa(B, A))

The symmetric autowave distance has the following properties:
(1) Ws(A, B) = 0 if and only ifA = B

(2) ws(A, B) = Wa(A n B,A U B)



To measure the symmetric autowave difference the trigger points of the wave are the
points belonging to the intersectioii of two point sets, (see Figure 15).

3 3
^^igun 15 Autowave distance between point sets. (1) Two partially overlapping point sets. (2)

The autowave spreadsfrom the intersection through the union ofpoint sets. (3) The
wave propagates until all the points belonging to the union ofpoint sets become
triggered The time required to occupy the union can be used as a measure ofthe
difference between A andB.

The properties of autowave distance provide increased tolerance to noise effects than
Hausdorff distance. For instance, if two images exacdy coincide, except for only one
exceeding pixel apart from the image, then the Hausdorff distance may be large depending
on the position of the exceeding pixel, whereas the autowave distance between these
images would be zero.

Figure 16 shows a possible implementation of the autowave metric on CNN. Two
images will be compared, namely, the objects and the bubble models. The idea is that
autowaves will spread out from intersections ofcorresponding objects and bubble models
and the time is measured while autowaves occupy the union of objects and bubble models.
The recall template operation produces an image which contains only those set unions of
objects and bubble models where intersections are not empty (i.e. they are partially
overlapped). This image is used as a mask (M4) to control the autowaves. The trigger
points of autowaves are the intersections of sets to be compared. At the time while
autowaves are propagating an another layer is filled with a constant current to measure the
time. This is denoted as 'Controlled Filling'. The current has two components. One of
them is determined by the mask (M4) the another one comes from the layer where
autowaves propagate. Due to the binary wave propagation the current is 2a at a given cell
iff the mask is black but the autowave has not reached yet this positionotherwise it is zero.
At the end of the process the cells at boundaries of the unions of objects and bubble
models will contain the highest voltage levels. This will be thresholded and indicate large
difference ifany. At last those objects will be recalled where these differences are large.



Figure 16
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Itupletnentation of autowave metric on CNN. From the intersections of sets to be
compared autowavespropagate and time is measured via constant currentfilling on a
layer.



Figure 17 shows intermediate steps ofthis process through an artificial example.
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// Bxampk demonstrates the process ofthe automve metric implemented on CNN. (a)
objects to be classified;, thefirst row contains bubbles or bubble groups and the second
row contains debris particles (b) bubble models; (c) intersection oj (a) and (b) i.e.
AND operation, this contains the trigger points for autowave; (d) OR operation
between (a) and (b) and containing only those set unions where objects and bubble
models arepartially overlapped, this is used as a mask (M4); (e) result ofControlled
Filling, at the boundaries the cell levels are proportional with the time was needed to
occupy set unions by autowaves; (f) cfter thresholding (e) the objects are recalled and
considered as debris particles; (g) if we si?nply applied XOR between objects and
bubble models thefourth object in thefirst row would be considered as debrisparticle.



6. Examples

Here we present some results of applying this algorithm to real images. The Figure 19
shows consecutive steps of bubble - debris classification algorithm. The gray-scale input
picture contains only one debris particle the remaining objects are all bubbles. Although
some bubbles are connected together the algorithm can recognize that these are not debris
particles. However, further examinations are necessary to tune the algorithm to have
desired robustness in order to implement on a real CNN chip and obtain the requirement
of very low false alarm rate.

4 4

4 4 4

Vigun 18 Consecutive steps of the bubble-debris classification algorithm on an artificial
example. The object on the left contains three ideal overlapping bubbles forming a
group and the object on the right has two ideal bubbles and a square, say, a debris
particleforming agroup - the method should distinguish them. For thefirst case the
autowave distance from the "efinamic bubble model" should be approximately c^ro
and nons^rofor the second). The steps are (a) objects to be classified, (b) centerpoints,
(c) radius intensity map, (d) bubble models, (e) detected debris particle, (f) Hamming
Instance between original objects (a) and bubble models (d)



(d) (e) (£)
Figure 19 Consecutive steps of the bubble-debris classification algorithm on a real example, (a)

originalgray-scale image, (b) adaptive threshold, (c) centerpoints, (d) radius intensity
map, (e) bubble models, (f) detected debrisparticle

7. Remarks and Possible Directions of the Future Research

Roughness Measurement

The presented methods are only the first step toward arobust and reliable measurement
of the surface roughness. Further investigation is needed in order to choose among them.
Not only the surface roughness but also the shape deformation might be measured by
these methods.

Another possibility to measure surface roughness is the use offractal dimensions. With
proper simplification this can beimplemented onCNN.

These characteristics could be the input of a fuzzy algorithm which might be necessary
todesign in amore elaborate approach to the classification problem.

Center Point Detection

The masked erosion is simple but finds more points than necessary (the center points
are not properly localized). It should be improved in order to have less center points.
Better bubble models might be constructed if autowaves start propagating from a fewer
number of center points.

Radii Map

The construction of a Radii Map is simple but does not provide perfect control for
driving the autowaves. The constructed bubble models are similar to the original objects
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instead of being circles. The proper "smoothing" of the Radii Map using a diffusion
process can be a possible approach to improve the model. At a cost of loosing the
simplicity amore complex method can also be used to measure radii information.

Bubble Models

The most important task is to grow perfect circles around the center points. The critical
part are the number of starting points and their locations. Another question which has a
significant effect on the generated models is the measure of the object's size. We can use
the largest circle which lies totally in the object, the smallest one which covers totally the
object, or acircle between them. The difference between the largest fitting or the smallest
covering circle might also help in classification.

Autowave Metrics versus Hamming Distance

Although the autowave metrics is more tolerant to shift and noise than the Hamming
distance calculation it can not be clearly stated that for bubble-debris classification the
autowave distance provides sigmficantly better results. This is not surprising since there are
no real shift errors (registration errors) and disturbing noise effects. The noise is filtered
out at the front-end gray-scale to black-and-white conversion and the shift error caused
during the generation of bubble models is negligible. The reason why the autowave metrics
is proposed to solve this classification problem is the following. Computation of the
autowave distance is more favorable for CNN than the Hammmg distance from
implementation point of view. To compute the weighted Hammmg distance needed for
classification the number of detected points should be normalized with reference to the
object's area. This means that we cannot define a global threshold level and each object
should be separately examined. The implemented autowave metric measures differences
between objects and their models converting the CNN transient length to acorresponding
gray-scale level In this case a global threshold level can be used for all objects in the
classification step.

8. Conclusions

We have presented a possible solution of the bubble-debris classification problem
where the major requirements are real-time processing with avery low false alarm rate for
miss-classified bubbles. Initial experiments and calculations indicate that the CNN
technology can fulfill these requirements and give an efficient solution. The proposed
algorithm based on the autowave metric exploits the advantages ofthe CNN architecture
for a high speed implementation. It should be noted that further examinations
necessary to test the sensitivity and robustness ofthe synthesized algorithm.

are
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